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Abstract
Despite the recent paradigmatic shift in conservation science, protected areas (PAs), which 
are associated with seminal conservation strategies, remain a key tool for achieving biodi-
versity conservation. Nevertheless, PAs’ effectiveness as conservation measures is under-
mined by conflicts arising within their socio-ecological systems. Potential reasons for the 
negative impact of the conflicts include the tendency of researchers to emphasise manage-
rial or behavioural aspects of conservation conflicts, while neglecting to develop theoretical 
foundations for conflict analysis. We aimed to critically review existing conceptual frame-
works applied within the broadly defined field of conservation conflicts and to develop a 
new more comprehensive framework that better reflects contemporary identified challenges 
within nature conservation. We particularly proposed and emphasised the integration of a 
geographical perspective within existing interdisciplinary approaches for the application to 
PA settings. We systemised and unified conflict-related terminology, assessed the contribu-
tions and limitations of existing frameworks and identified critical gaps in the field. These 
gaps are: inadequate recognition of the spatial aspects of conflict analysis, a lack of consist-
ency between individual-level and community-level frameworks and a lack of systematic 
linkages among the main structural attributes of conflicts, such as determinants, interests 
or types of conflicts. We systematically distinguished 26 conflict-related terms, including: 
conflict frames, images, orientations, factors, categories, issues, potential, or intensity. Our 
framework covers three major conflict components (determinants, dimensions, levels) and 
foregrounds the socio-psychological and spatial characteristics of PA conflicts, while ena-
bling systemisation of existing conservation conflict typologies.
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Introduction
Along with sound governance and scientific inputs into conservation endeavours (Cum-
ming 2018), cooperation among concerned stakeholders is widely considered to be a 
factor contributing to the success of such endeavours (Berkes 2004; Guerrero et  al. 
2015; Soulé 1985). Despite this consensus, social networks within many socio-ecolog-
ical systems (SES) remain conflictual rather than cooperative (see Baynham-Herd et al. 
2018; Kovács et al. 2016; Martin et al. 2016; Young et al. 2016a; Yusran et al. 2017 for 
the most recent examples). Although there is a large body of literature on conservation 
conflicts (see Redpath et  al. 2015a for the latest monography), most of these studies 
lack a solid theoretical foundation (Yusran et al. 2017). One of many potential reasons 
for this situation is the prevailing tendency of researchers to focus on the managerial or 
behavioural aspects of conservation conflicts (Baynham-Herd et  al. 2018; De Pourcq 
et  al. 2017; Ravenelle and Nyhus 2017; Young et  al. 2016b) that are often context-
dependent (Dickman 2010; Hellström 2001; Madden and McQuinn 2014; Manfredo 
and Dayer 2004). This is in contrast to another potential approach aiming at develop-
ing frameworks that can address the challenge of context dependence. Yet, researchers 
investigating the social aspects of nature conservation still prefer to apply established 
principles to different empirical studies (Cumming 2018).
Over the last decade, a major paradigmatic shift has occurred in conservation science 
(Kareiva and Marvier 2012; Mace 2014; Palomo et  al. 2014) that includes the adop-
tion of more integrative perspectives in place of a predominant focus on protected areas 
(PAs), as they were traditionally defined in terms of authoritative governance. At the 
same time, seminal conservation strategies continue to prioritise PAs as key tools for 
biodiversity conservation (Jones et al. 2017; Watson et al. 2014) at both the global scale 
(CBD 2010; Di Marco et al. 2016) and the continental scale (European Parliament 2012; 
García-Llorente et al. 2018). They are considered crucial (Sandwith et al. 2014) for halt-
ing the process of biodiversity loss (Di Marco et al. 2016; Geldmann et al. 2013) and for 
reducing climate change (Dudley et al. 2010; IUCN 2012; Nogueira et al. 2018; Roberts 
et  al. 2017). Moreover, a recently adopted SES approach (Cumming 2016; Cumming 
et al. 2015; Palomo et al. 2014) highlights their role in improving people’s well-being 
at local levels (Dudley 2008; Sandwith et  al. 2014; Watson et  al. 2014). In a context 
of expanding PAs driven by global policies (CBD 2010; Di Marco et al. 2016; Venter 
et al. 2014), potential outbreaks of conservation-related conflicts are inevitable due to 
the extraordinary character of this land use change (Baynham-Herd et al. 2018). These 
conflicts do not necessarily result from the multifunctionality of PAs, defined in terms 
of specific type of land use (Dudley and Stolton 2008). Rather, the  conflicts may be 
attributed to a well-recognized phenomena of trade-offs occurring among different eco-
system services (Maes et al. 2012; Martín-López et al. 2014; Mouchet et al. 2017) and 
valuations of PA  nature’s contributions (Gómez-Baggethun et  al. 2010; Pascual et  al. 
2017; Raymond and Kenter 2016). Additionally, both ecosystem services and their valu-
ations are different inside and outside of PAs (Castro et al. 2015; Hummel et al. 2019). 
As the expansion of PAs has already received attention from scholars within the field of 
conservation planning and management (Butchart et al. 2015; Venter et al. 2014), reas-
sessment of established knowledge on conservation conflicts is timely in that respect.
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Recent literature on conservation conflicts offers some invaluable state-of-the-art con-
ceptual frameworks1 (Dickman 2010; Madden and McQuinn 2014; Redpath et  al. 2013; 
White et  al. 2009). However, a reassessment of their adequacy in providing a well-
grounded theoretical background for empirical studies on conservation conflict is required. 
The frameworks rarely refer to previously published ones, so their constitutive role within 
the theoretical progression of this research field is questionable. Systematic and compara-
tive critiques of these frameworks are also lacking. What is specifically needed is an exam-
ination of the extent to which the frameworks reflect an interdisciplinary approach to the 
challenges discussed. An interdisciplinary approach was strongly advocated by Redpath 
et al. (2015a) in their latest monograph on conservation conflicts. Yet despite their compre-
hensive review of various disciplinary-specific perspectives on conservation conflicts, it is 
striking that these authors did not provide a section with geographical inputs on this topic.
We argue that a geographical perspective is essential to address challenges linked to 
the unclear role of PAs in the field of conservation science and to develop a more com-
prehensive conceptual framework for the analysis of conservation conflicts. According 
to International Union for Conservation of Nature, PAs are ‘clearly defined geographi-
cal spaces, recognised, dedicated and managed, through legal or other effective means, 
to achieve the long-term conservation of nature with associated ecosystem services and 
cultural values’(Dudley 2008, p. 8). As such, PAs (and their SES) are geographical set-
tings, where biodiversity conservation strategies are realized, usually in a form of multi-
level conservation governance (Newig and Fritsch 2009). Despite various advantages, this 
approach implies mismatches across social, natural and administrative systems (Cash et al. 
2006) that are ultimately exposed through the way PA borders are demarcated. The mis-
match is expected to further amplify along the process of PA expansion, which is another 
geographical factor for conflict emergence. Finally, PAs are proper settings for adoption 
of constructionist/constructivist2 frameworks to conservation conflict analysis (Hellström 
2001; Ide 2016). This is because each type of PA legal designation (Dudley 2008) includes 
pre-defined limitations to PA stakeholders, both in terms of their merit and spatial extent. 
As such, they may be easily juxtaposed with stakeholders’ subjective images of the conflict 
determinants. Given the unique character of conservation conflicts in the PA settings, we 
propose they could be directly labelled as ‘protected area conflicts’. Despite the multiple 
ways in which conservation conflicts have been framed (see Baynham-Herd et al. 2018 for 
a recent review of these notions), ‘PA conflicts’ is missing within these conceptualisations.
Our overall aim is to critically review current conceptual frameworks in the broadly 
defined field of conservation conflicts and to propose a new framework that avails of exist-
ing frameworks, but better reflects contemporary challenges in nature conservation. We 
particularly emphasise the applicability of the proposed framework to a PA context, as it 
is reflected in the framing of the concerned subject as ‘protected area conflicts’. Thus, we 
emphatically integrate a geographical perspective with other interdisciplinary approaches. 
Specifically, we attend to (1) the multi-level nature of conservation conflicts along a spatial 
1 Scholars use different terms for conceptual frameworks presented in a form of graphical models. In addi-
tion to ‘conceptual frameworks’ and ‘models’, they refer to ‘analytical frames’, ‘generic/theoretical frame-
works’ and ‘roadmaps’.
2 Although the ontological/epistemological concepts of constructionism and constructivism are similar, in 
the former, social phenomena are constructed through a process of interaction of social discourses, whereas 
the latter places more emphasis on personal constructions of perceived reality (Young and Collin 2004). 
In practice, both processes are necessary in a context of protected area conflicts (evidenced in the use of, 
respectively, ‘discourses’ and ‘individual frames’ in the reviewed papers). We therefore refer to both terms.
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scale, (2) various types or properties of conflict, including spatial and non-spatial charac-
teristics, (3) the problem of spatial dynamics and the blurred boundaries between socially 
constructed values or interests in the context of maintaining stability of the PA borders. To 
comprehensively meet the overall aim of the study, we unified and reconstructed the termi-
nology applied in theoretical approaches, and summarised theoretical assumptions that we 
determined crucial when studying conservation conflicts. Last, we discuss selected settings 
in which the proposed framework can be successfully applied.
Methodology
During the first phase of the study, we reviewed peer-reviewed theoretical articles on con-
servation conflicts. For the data-collection stages of the reviewing process, we followed the 
rules of a systematic quantitative literature review, which consisted of: defining topic, for-
mulating research questions, identifying keywords, identifying and searching a database, 
and reading and assessing publications (Pickering and Byrne 2014). In light of consider-
able ambiguity in the framing of conservation conflicts (Baynham-Herd et al. 2018; Redpath 
et al. 2013, 2015b; Young et al. 2010), we identified topics of interest broadly as ‘conserva-
tion’, ‘biodiversity’, ‘human–wildlife’ and ‘environmental’ conflicts. When defining the top-
ics, we referred to the general term of ‘conservation conflicts’ and its two component terms: 
‘human-wildlife conflicts’ and ‘biodiversity conflicts’, which correspond to two dominant 
research directions within the general field.3 Moreover, given that the term ‘conservation 
conflicts’ is sometimes defined as a specific type of ‘environmental conflicts’ (White et al. 
2009), we also included papers that refer to the broader term. By contrast, we did not con-
sider studies focused on ‘land use conflicts’ which ‘conservation conflicts’ are not concep-
tualized as a specific type of. Last, overly narrow studies on ‘natural resources conflicts’, in 
which conflict determinants were reduced only to an economic group were not included.
Although the ISI Web of Knowledge database tends to be used for systematic reviews 
in environmental social science (e.g., Baynham-Herd et al. 2018; Blicharska et al. 2016), 
we searched the Scopus database. We did so intentionally because of the broad coverage 
of the latter database and its sophisticated search options (Leung et al. 2015; Restall and 
Conrad 2015). We found these criteria crucial for conducting a successful literature review 
performed using a qualitative approach.
The search was conducted in December 2017. Specifically, we used the TITLE-ABS-
KEY fields and two of the following sets of keywords: (‘biodiversity conflict*’ OR ‘con-
servation conflict*’ OR ‘human–wildlife conflict*’ OR ‘environmental conflict*’) AND 
(framework* OR theor* OR concept* OR approach* OR review* OR model* OR defin*). 
Accordingly, we compiled a list of 1157 documents, which were then sorted using the 
“cited by (highest)” options. Titles and abstracts of the first 200 most cited papers were 
screened to target papers referring to the theoretical aspects of our topic of interest, while 
excluding those focusing on specific study areas, narrowly defined aspects of conflicts 
(e.g., the impacts of specific species or particular harmful investments), or on conflict man-
agement rather than on conflict identification and analysis. The number of screened papers 
was limited due to analytic capabilities of the researchers, yet our first sample was still 
twice as high as the sample of 100 papers addressed in another recent review paper in the 
3 The division stems from different ecological foundations for the two approaches (Redpath and Sutherland 
2015): wildlife management (Leopold 1933) and conservation biology (Soulé 1985), respectively.
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field (Baynham-Herd et al. 2018). Moreover, we repeated this process for papers published 
in 2016 and 2017 to ensure inclusion of newer influential papers that were not yet widely 
cited. As a consequence of the fixed search criteria, a group of studies, although influential, 
intentionally remained beyond the scope of the review (e.g., classical theories of conflicts 
within the social sciences, multi-criteria decision analysis models, or formal models in 
game theories; see more in Online Appendix 1).
Initially, of almost 400 screened papers, we found only 18 that fulfilled criteria of our 
review and which we downloaded for detailed assessment. During the reading process, 
we applied a snowball sampling strategy (Lecy and Beatty 2012) that entails searching 
for additional papers referred to as significant in the first set of selected papers. Addition-
ally, some initially selected papers were discarded during the detailed reading phase. Ulti-
mately, 17 papers were selected, of which 12 included some kind of conceptual framework 
for studying conservation conflicts, 3 specifically referred to terminological issues, and 2 
addressed the role of science in studies of environmental conflicts (the latter 2 aspects were 
also addressed in the first 12 papers). A final reading process was conducted with the assis-
tance of the NVivo 10 software (Online Appendix 1).
As the sample size was small, we used a traditional narrative review methods for data 
analysis, which based on expert comparisons of the reviewed sources, descriptive gap analy-
sis and narrative description of the results (Pickering et al. 2015). Specifically, we reviewed 
papers from the following perspectives: (1) definitions of conflicts, (2) the variety of terms 
and attributes used to describe the overriding notion of conflicts, (3) the thematic study con-
text, (4) contributions of the framework to overall conceptual knowledge on conservation 
conflicts, and (5) limitations of the framework. The results were grouped in the form of 
tables, including one that juxtaposed state-of-the-art approaches to conflict-related terminol-
ogy with our own suggestions on how to understand them (“Unification of conflict-related 
terminology” section). During the second phase, all of the state-of-the-art conceptual frame-
works have been described, assessed, critically compared (“State-of-the-art frameworks for 
studying conservation conflicts” section), adjusted, combined and finally redefined, contrib-
uting to the formation of a single novel integrative conceptual framework for investigating 
PA conflicts (“Proposed integrated conceptual framework for studying protected area con-
flicts” section). When graphically depicting the framework, we draw on some of the earlier 
models that we considered best presenting flows among crucial non-behavioural conflict 
attributes. However, an eventual framework presents a novel design and content, in com-
parison with earlier state-of-art proposals. Finally, we discuss the most critical assumptions 
that we believe should guide any research process relating to conservation conflicts in PAs. 
The whole process of developing the framework as well as its outputs have been validated 
by two independent experts from the fields of human geography and environmental justice.
Results
Unification of conflict‑related terminology
Conflicts per se and conflict-related terms were differently defined in the reviewed papers. 
A review of definitions of ‘conflicts’ that authors of studies on conservation conflict had 
themselves proposed or cited from other sources revealed the presence of at least two domi-
nant approaches for understanding this notion (see Online Appendix 2 for a comprehensive 
list of definitions). Some of the authors (e.g. Ozawa 1996; Pruitt and Rubin 1983) used the 
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term ‘conflict’ to refer to a ‘perceived divergence of interests’, whereas others (e.g. Deutsch 
1973; Tjosvold and van de Vliert 1994) noted that besides the divergence in the percep-
tions actions are another necessary qualifying criteria of conflicts. The definition that we 
favoured in this review refers specifically to three elements of a conflict: (1) involvement of 
two or more parties, (2) competing interests of these parties, and (3) perceptions of these 
interests that are influenced by a variety of determinants. That was the most widely used 
conceptualisation in the reviewed papers focusing on conservation conflicts (originally 
adopted from a FAO 1998 report; Redpath et al. 2013, 2015b; White et al. 2009; Young 
et al. 2010). Importantly, this definition does not contain any specific references to tempo-
ral dimension of conflicts, nor to human actions (see “The assumption of coverage of only 
the identiication of a conflict” section for the modified version). As revealed by this review, 
the action-based approach mentioned above is more often used in studies oriented towards 
conflict management (ref. Walker and Daniels 1997).4
The liveliest debate on terminology within this field has focused on the framing of 
‘human–wildlife interactions’. The term ‘human–wildlife conflicts’ (HWCs) was popularised 
by American scholars (e.g. Conover 2002; Madden 2004; Manfredo and Dayer 2004) but has 
been criticised by many others because it suggests that non-human beings (i.e., wildlife) ‘work’ 
as one of the two conflicted parties. This implied meaning negates an important ontological 
assumption that conflicts can only emerge among people (Peterson et al. 2010; Redpath et al. 
2013, 2015b; White et al. 2009). Along with this critique, a trend of gradual modification of the 
HWC term is observable in the literature (Peterson et al. 2010). Specifically, terms that are more 
general (human–wildlife coexistence; Madden 2004) or narrower (human–wildlife impacts; 
Redpath et al. 2015b)5 have been introduced, and the renowned journal, Human–Wildlife Con-
flicts has been renamed as Human–Wildlife Interactions (Peterson et al. 2010).
The review reveals that HWCs are the most prevalent example of the above described 
lexical imprecision, but there are others. ‘Protected area–community conflicts’ (Liu et al. 
2010) and ‘park/people conflicts’ (Stern 2008) are other noteworthy examples in light of 
the topic of this paper. These particular terms are not necessarily incorrect from a logi-
cal perspective (‘PAs’ or ‘parks’ may represent institutions that are often stakeholders in 
conflicts). However, we recommend the use of the term ‘protected area conflicts’ for label-
ling such conflicts. The proposed approach is more consistent with the prevailing mode 
of framing conflicts with a descriptive word referring to the conflict setting (e.g., ‘con-
servation conflicts’, ‘biodiversity conflicts’ and ‘land-use conflicts’) and not to the parties 
involved. Moreover, such two-element terms imply that the conflict is limited to only two 
parties, which is rarely the case in a PA setting.
Even more ambiguity is observable in relation to specific conflict-related terms 
within the literature. Some of these terms need to be clarified because despite their 
apparent synonymity, they differ in terms of their origins and the contexts of their use. 
Examples (in Table 1 and Online Appendix 3) include: (1) anthropologically-oriented 
‘conflict cultures’ (Hellström 2001), stakeholder-oriented ‘conflict frames’  (Shmu-
eli 2008) and context-oriented ‘conflict settings’ (Walker and Daniels 1997), (2) 
4 Walker and Daniels (1997) list the central elements of conflict situations. Most of these elements evi-
dence classic structural characteristics (perceived incompatibility, interests, goals, aspirations, two or more 
interdependent parties, interaction, and communication). However three of them are connected with conflict 
management processes (bargaining/negotiation, strategy/strategic behaviour, and incentives to cooperate 
and compete).
5 The term ‘human–wildlife impacts’ does not entail people’s positions regarding the impacts (Redpath 
et al. 2015b).
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al.
 (2
00
9)
 us
ed
 th
e t
er
m
 ‘v
alu
e 
or
ien
tat
io
ns
’ t
o d
es
cr
ib
e o
ne
 of
 th
e s
oc
ial
 fa
cto
rs 
of
 co
nfl
ict
s. 
Sh
m
ue
li 
(2
00
8)
 
pl
ac
ed
 ‘o
rie
nt
ati
on
’ w
ith
in
 an
 ‘i
de
nt
ity
 an
d v
alu
es
 fr
am
e’
 ca
teg
or
y. 
Sp
ec
ifi
ca
lly
, 
sh
e d
ist
in
gu
ish
ed
 be
tw
ee
n s
oc
ial
/co
m
m
un
ity
, e
co
no
m
ic,
 ec
ol
og
ica
l/e
nv
iro
n-
m
en
tal
 an
d s
cie
nt
ifi
c/t
ec
hn
ica
l o
rie
nt
ati
on
s.
Fo
llo
wi
ng
 S
hm
ue
li 
(2
00
8)
, o
rie
nt
ati
on
s a
re
 pa
rts
 of
 co
nfl
ict
 
fra
m
es
 th
at 
ar
e c
om
pa
tib
le 
wi
th
 th
e v
alu
es
 sy
ste
m
, w
hi
le 
th
ey
 al
so
 co
rre
sp
on
d t
o e
m
ot
io
na
l d
isp
os
iti
on
 (W
ats
on
 an
d 
Cl
ar
k 1
98
4)
 of
 a 
co
nfl
ict
 st
ak
eh
ol
de
r. 
As
 su
ch
, o
rie
nt
ati
on
s 
ar
e l
in
ks
 be
tw
ee
n o
ne
’s 
co
gn
iti
ve
 (s
oc
io
-c
ul
tu
ra
l g
ro
up
 
of
 de
ter
m
in
an
ts*
) a
nd
 aff
ec
tiv
e s
ys
tem
s (
ps
yc
ho
lo
gi
ca
l 
gr
ou
p o
f d
ete
rm
in
an
ts*
) b
ut
 ad
di
tio
na
lly
 th
ey
 ar
e d
ire
cte
d 
tow
ar
ds
 su
bs
tan
ce
 of
 so
m
e o
th
er
 g
ro
up
 of
 de
ter
m
in
an
ts*
 at
 
th
e l
ev
el 
of
 a 
sta
ke
ho
ld
er
’s 
in
di
vi
du
al 
fra
m
e.
*F
or
 il
lu
str
ati
on
 of
 ‘g
ro
up
s o
f d
ete
rm
in
an
ts’
 w
e r
efe
r t
o 
Fi
g. 
1 i
n t
he
 te
xt
).
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Ta
bl
e 
1 
 (c
on
tin
ue
d)
Co
nfl
ict
-re
lat
ed
  te
rm
sa
Re
fer
en
ce
s i
n t
he
 li
ter
atu
re
Pr
op
os
ed
 or
 m
od
ifi
ed
 de
fin
iti
on
s o
f t
he
 te
rm
s
Co
nfl
ict
 fa
cto
rs/
(c
on
fli
ct 
de
ter
m
in
an
ts)
Co
nfl
ict
 fa
cto
rs 
ar
e t
he
 m
ain
 co
m
po
ne
nt
s t
ha
t c
ha
ra
cte
ris
e t
he
 co
nfl
ict
 an
d s
ha
pe
 
its
 dy
na
m
ics
. T
he
y i
nc
lu
de
 ec
ol
og
ica
l, 
ec
on
om
ic 
an
d s
oc
ial
 fa
cto
rs 
(W
hi
te 
et 
al.
 
20
09
). 
Th
is 
ter
m
 is
 si
m
ila
r t
o H
ell
str
öm
’s 
(2
00
1)
 ‘s
oc
iet
al 
as
pe
cts
 of
 co
nfl
ict
s’.
 
Ho
we
ve
r, 
wh
er
ea
s t
he
 la
tte
r c
on
str
uc
t i
s c
lea
rly
 di
sti
ng
ui
sh
ed
 fr
om
 co
nfl
ict
 
di
m
en
sio
ns
, t
hi
s i
s n
ot
 th
e c
as
e f
or
 co
nfl
ict
 fa
cto
rs 
as
 un
de
rst
oo
d b
y W
hi
te 
et 
al.
 
(2
00
9)
.
W
e p
re
fer
 us
in
g t
he
 te
rm
 co
nfl
ic
t d
et
er
m
in
an
ts
 in
 H
ell
str
öm
 
(2
00
1)
’s 
m
ea
ni
ng
 of
 ‘s
oc
iet
al 
as
pe
cts
 of
 co
nfl
ict
s’ 
as
 th
e 
ter
m
 is
 m
or
e e
xp
lic
it 
co
m
pa
re
d w
ith
 ‘c
on
fli
ct 
fac
to
rs’
 as
 
de
fin
ed
 by
 W
hi
te 
et 
al.
 (2
00
9)
. S
pe
cifi
ca
lly
, t
he
 la
tte
r m
ay
 
re
fer
 to
 di
ffe
re
nt
 co
nfl
ict
 di
m
en
sio
ns
, w
hi
le 
in
 ou
r u
nd
er-
sta
nd
in
g, 
‘c
on
fli
ct 
di
m
en
sio
ns
’ a
nd
 ‘c
on
fli
ct 
de
ter
m
in
an
ts’
 
ar
e t
wo
 se
pa
ra
te 
m
ajo
r c
on
fli
ct 
co
m
po
ne
nt
s.
Co
nfl
ict
 as
pe
cts
Th
is 
is 
a b
ro
ad
 te
rm
 us
ed
 by
 H
ell
str
öm
 (2
00
1)
 to
 re
fer
 to
 bo
th
 so
cie
tal
 (i
.e.
, 
so
cia
l, 
po
lit
ica
l, 
ec
on
om
ic 
an
d r
es
ou
rc
e-
re
lat
ed
 as
pe
cts
) a
nd
 de
sc
rip
tiv
e a
sp
ec
ts 
of
 co
nfl
ict
 (t
yp
es
 of
 co
nfl
ict
s a
nd
 ap
pr
oa
ch
es
 to
 co
nfl
ict
 m
an
ag
em
en
t).
Be
ca
us
e o
f t
he
 br
oa
d c
ov
er
ag
e o
f t
hi
s t
er
m
 an
d t
he
 hi
gh
 
po
ten
tia
l f
or
 le
xi
ca
l i
m
pr
ec
isi
on
 (s
oc
ial
 vs
. s
oc
iet
al 
as
pe
cts
 
of
 co
nfl
ict
s),
 w
e d
o n
ot
 re
co
m
m
en
d i
ts 
us
e. 
W
he
n a
dd
re
ss
-
in
g ‘
so
cie
tal
 as
pe
cts
 of
 co
nfl
ict
s’,
 w
e u
se
 th
e t
er
m
 ‘c
on
fli
ct 
de
ter
m
in
an
ts’
.
Co
nfl
ict
 va
lu
es
Th
e t
er
m
 ‘v
alu
es
’ i
s u
se
d a
m
bi
gu
ou
sly
 w
ith
in
 co
nc
ep
tu
all
y o
rie
nt
ed
 st
ud
ies
 on
 
co
ns
er
va
tio
n c
on
fli
cts
. I
ts 
us
ag
e c
ov
er
s t
he
 fo
llo
wi
ng
: (
a)
 a 
sy
no
ny
m
 fo
r t
he
 
‘so
cia
l a
sp
ec
ts 
of
 co
nfl
ict
s’ 
(H
ell
str
öm
 20
01
), 
(b
) a
 su
bc
ate
go
ry
 of
 so
cia
l f
ac
-
to
rs 
of
 co
nfl
ict
s (
W
hi
te 
et 
al.
 20
09
), 
(c
) a
 se
pa
ra
te 
ca
teg
or
y o
f c
on
fli
ct 
fra
m
es
 
(S
hm
ue
li 
20
08
), 
(d
) a
n u
nd
er
ly
in
g c
on
str
uc
t f
or
 a 
di
sp
ut
e l
ev
el 
in
 th
e L
ev
els
 of
 
Co
nfl
ict
 m
od
el 
(C
IC
R 
20
00
; M
ad
de
n a
nd
 M
cQ
ui
nn
 20
14
; P
att
er
so
n e
t a
l. 
20
03
; 
sim
ila
r i
n P
att
er
so
n e
t a
l. 
20
03
) a
nd
 (e
) a
 pr
ec
ed
in
g c
on
str
uc
t i
n t
he
 ‘v
alu
es
 – 
att
itu
de
s –
 be
ha
vi
ou
rs’
 m
od
el 
(F
ul
to
n e
t a
l. 
19
96
).
W
e d
o n
ot
 fo
llo
w 
as
so
cia
tin
g v
alu
es
 w
ith
 so
cia
l f
ac
to
rs 
of
 
co
nfl
ict
s o
nl
y. 
Si
m
ila
rly
, w
e a
re
 do
ub
tfu
l w
ith
 in
ter
pr
et-
in
g v
alu
es
 as
 a 
ne
ce
ss
ar
y p
re
re
qu
isi
te 
fo
r c
er
tai
n c
on
fli
ct 
be
ha
vi
ou
rs 
in
 a 
fo
rm
 of
 a 
lin
ea
r m
od
el.
 In
ste
ad
, f
ol
lo
wi
ng
 
a c
on
str
uc
tiv
ist
/co
ns
tru
cti
on
ist
 ap
pr
oa
ch
, w
e u
nd
er
sta
nd
 
va
lu
es
 as
 so
cio
-c
ul
tu
ra
lly
 an
d p
sy
ch
ol
og
ica
lly
 dr
ive
n 
fo
un
da
tio
ns
 fo
r s
tak
eh
ol
de
rs’
 co
nfl
ict
 or
ien
tat
io
ns
 w
hi
ch
 
ca
n c
on
ce
rn
 an
y o
th
er
 g
ro
up
 of
 co
nfl
ict
 de
ter
m
in
an
ts 
(i.
e. 
ec
on
om
ic,
 en
vi
ro
nm
en
tal
, o
r p
ol
icy
 on
es
).
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Ta
bl
e 
1 
 (c
on
tin
ue
d)
Co
nfl
ict
-re
lat
ed
  te
rm
sa
Re
fer
en
ce
s i
n t
he
 li
ter
atu
re
Pr
op
os
ed
 or
 m
od
ifi
ed
 de
fin
iti
on
s o
f t
he
 te
rm
s
Co
nfl
ict
 di
m
en
sio
ns
Li
nc
ol
n (
19
86
) o
rig
in
all
y u
se
d t
hi
s t
er
m
 to
 re
fer
 to
 th
e m
ain
 ty
pe
s o
f c
on
fli
ct 
in
ter
es
ts 
th
at 
m
us
t b
e a
dd
re
ss
ed
 th
ro
ug
h c
on
fli
ct 
m
an
ag
em
en
t m
ea
su
re
s, 
co
m
pr
isi
ng
 su
bs
tan
tiv
e, 
pr
oc
ed
ur
al,
 an
d r
ela
tio
ns
hi
p i
nt
er
es
ts.
 H
ell
str
öm
 (2
00
1)
 
re
in
ter
pr
ete
d i
t a
s a
 se
co
nd
 m
ajo
r c
om
po
ne
nt
 (a
fte
r ‘
as
pe
cts
 of
 co
nfl
ict
s’)
 of
 
co
nfl
ict
 an
aly
sis
, w
hi
le 
M
ad
de
n a
nd
 M
cQ
ui
nn
 (2
01
4)
 fu
rth
er
 m
od
ifi
ed
 it
, 
re
pl
ac
in
g t
he
 pr
oc
ed
ur
al 
di
m
en
sio
n w
ith
 a 
pr
oc
es
su
al 
on
e. 
Th
e t
er
m
 ‘d
im
en
-
sio
ns
’ s
tem
s f
ro
m
 or
ig
in
al 
ill
us
tra
tio
n o
f t
he
 co
nc
ep
t t
ha
t w
as
 vi
su
ali
se
d i
n a
 
fo
rm
 of
 3-
di
m
en
sio
na
l ‘
sa
tis
fac
tio
n t
ria
ng
le’
 (s
ee
 T
ab
le 
2 f
or
 fu
rth
er
 de
sc
rip
tio
n 
an
d O
nl
in
e A
pp
en
di
x 4
 fo
r a
 g
ra
ph
ica
l i
llu
str
ati
on
). 
So
m
e a
ut
ho
rs 
us
e t
he
 w
or
d 
‘d
im
en
sio
n’
 to
 di
ffe
re
nt
iat
e a
ctu
al 
co
nfl
ict
s r
ela
tin
g t
o h
um
an
–w
ild
lif
e i
nt
er
ac
-
tio
ns
 (i
.e.
, ‘
hu
m
an
–h
um
an
 di
m
en
sio
n o
f a
 co
nfl
ict
’) 
fro
m
 ‘h
um
an
–w
ild
lif
e’
 
im
pa
cts
’ (
Re
dp
ath
 et
 al
. 2
01
3)
.
Ou
r c
on
ce
pt
io
n i
s s
im
ila
r t
o t
ha
t o
f H
ell
str
öm
 (2
00
1)
, 
ho
we
ve
r w
e h
av
e m
od
ifi
ed
 th
e l
ist
 of
 co
nfl
ict
 di
m
en
sio
ns
 to
 
m
atc
h t
he
 li
st 
pr
op
os
ed
 by
 M
ad
de
n a
nd
 M
cQ
ui
nn
 (2
01
4)
. 
Th
us
, c
on
fli
ct 
di
m
en
sio
ns
 ar
e o
ne
 of
 th
re
e m
ajo
r c
on
fli
ct 
co
m
po
ne
nt
s t
ha
t c
on
sis
t o
f: 
co
nfl
ict
 su
bs
tan
ce
, p
ro
ce
ss
es
, 
an
d r
ela
tio
ns
hi
ps
.
Co
nfl
ict
 ca
teg
or
ies
/ (
co
n-
fli
ct 
pr
op
er
tie
s)
A 
po
pu
lar
 te
rm
 re
fer
rin
g t
o a
 pr
oc
es
s o
f d
ata
 ca
teg
or
isa
tio
n (
e.g
. P
ete
rso
n e
t a
l. 
20
10
; S
hm
ue
li 
20
08
). 
Sp
ec
ifi
ca
lly
, t
he
 ca
teg
or
ies
 ar
e t
he
 re
su
lts
 of
 a 
pr
oc
es
s 
of
 ca
teg
or
isi
ng
 qu
ali
tat
ive
 ca
se
 st
ud
y d
es
cr
ip
tio
ns
, w
hi
ch
 ar
e p
re
su
m
ed
 to
 fi
t 
wi
th
in
 a 
m
atr
ix
 of
 ‘a
sp
ec
ts 
of
 co
nfl
ict
s’ 
an
d ‘
co
nfl
ict
 di
m
en
sio
ns
’ (
He
lls
trö
m
 
20
01
). 
W
hi
te 
et 
al.
 (2
00
9)
 us
e t
he
 te
rm
 to
 di
ffe
re
nt
iat
e b
etw
ee
n v
alu
es
 an
d 
att
rib
ut
io
ns
 re
lat
in
g t
o t
he
 so
cia
l f
ac
to
rs 
un
de
rly
in
g c
on
fli
cts
, w
he
re
as
 G
er
m
ain
 
an
d F
lo
yd
 (1
99
9)
 pr
op
os
e f
ou
r c
ate
go
rie
s a
lo
ng
 a 
re
so
ur
ce
 co
nfl
ict
 co
nt
in
uu
m
 
(g
eo
co
m
m
od
ity
, b
io
co
m
m
od
ity
, u
se
 am
en
ity
 an
d p
re
se
rv
ati
on
 am
en
ity
). 
Yo
un
g 
et 
al.
 (2
01
0)
 us
e t
he
 te
rm
 in
 pl
ac
e o
f ‘
co
nfl
ict
 ty
pe
s’.
Co
nt
ra
ry
 to
 th
e f
ra
m
ew
or
k o
f H
ell
str
öm
 (2
00
1)
, t
he
 m
os
t 
ele
m
en
tar
y a
ttr
ib
ut
es
 in
 ou
r m
od
el 
ar
e n
ot
 fo
rm
ul
ate
d i
n a
 
ca
se
-sp
ec
ifi
c m
an
ne
r. 
Th
us
, t
he
y c
an
no
t w
or
k a
s ‘
ca
teg
o-
rie
s’ 
th
at 
ar
e e
xp
ec
ted
 to
 de
sc
rib
e a
 pa
rti
cu
lar
 co
nfl
ict
. 
In
ste
ad
, w
e r
efe
r t
o c
on
fli
ct
 p
ro
pe
rt
ie
s a
s r
es
ul
ts 
of
 an
 in
ter
-
ac
tio
n o
f m
ajo
r c
on
fli
ct 
co
m
po
ne
nt
s t
ha
t fi
t w
ith
in
 th
e c
ub
e 
of
 ‘c
on
fli
ct 
de
ter
m
in
an
ts’
, ‘
co
nfl
ict
 di
m
en
sio
ns
’ a
nd
 ‘c
on
-
fli
ct 
lev
els
’. E
ve
ry
 co
nfl
ict
 pr
op
er
tie
s h
av
e f
ur
th
er
 in
sta
nc
es
 
an
d a
lre
ad
y t
he
 la
tte
r m
ay
 w
or
k a
s c
on
fli
ct 
ca
teg
or
ies
, 
ac
co
rd
in
g t
o H
ell
str
öm
’s 
(2
00
1)
 un
de
rst
an
di
ng
.
Co
nfl
ict
 ty
pe
s
A 
va
gu
e t
er
m
 re
fer
rin
g t
o t
he
 de
sc
rip
tiv
e a
sp
ec
ts 
of
 co
nfl
ict
s. 
He
lls
trö
m
 (2
00
1)
 
fu
rth
er
 us
es
 it
 sp
ec
ifi
ca
lly
 in
 re
lat
io
n t
o t
hr
ee
 di
m
en
sio
ns
 of
 co
nfl
ict
 (s
ub
-
sta
nc
es
, p
ro
ce
du
re
s, 
an
d r
ela
tio
ns
hi
ps
), 
wh
ich
 do
 no
t, 
ho
we
ve
r, 
re
su
lt 
di
re
ctl
y 
fro
m
 th
e s
oc
iet
al 
as
pe
cts
 of
 co
nfl
ict
. F
or
 G
er
m
ain
 an
d F
lo
yd
 (1
99
9)
 co
nfl
ict
 
ty
pe
s a
re
 de
sc
rib
ed
 in
 te
rm
s o
f c
om
bi
na
tio
ns
 of
 co
nt
es
ted
 re
so
ur
ce
s. 
Ho
we
ve
r, 
th
e m
os
t p
re
va
len
t t
yp
ol
og
ies
 of
 co
ns
er
va
tio
n c
on
fli
cts
 (R
ed
pa
th
 et
 al
. 2
01
5c
; 
Yo
un
g e
t a
l. 
20
10
) d
o n
ot
 as
so
cia
te 
th
e c
on
fli
ct 
ty
pe
s w
ith
 ot
he
r s
tru
ctu
ra
l 
att
rib
ut
es
 of
 th
e c
on
fli
cts
 in
 a 
co
ns
ist
en
t w
ay
.
Di
ffe
rin
g f
ro
m
 th
e c
ite
d a
ut
ho
rs,
 w
e p
er
ce
ive
 co
nfl
ict
 ty
pe
s 
as
 di
re
ct 
co
ns
eq
ue
nc
es
 of
 th
e c
om
po
sit
io
n a
nd
 in
ter
ac
tio
ns
 
of
 tw
o m
ajo
r c
om
po
ne
nt
s o
f c
on
fli
cts
: c
on
fli
ct 
de
ter
m
i-
na
nt
s a
nd
 co
nfl
ict
 di
m
en
sio
ns
. T
hi
s i
s e
xp
ec
ted
 to
 re
su
lt 
in
 
a c
er
tai
n s
et 
of
 co
nfl
ict
 ca
teg
or
ies
 fo
r a
 pa
rti
cu
lar
 ca
se
 an
d, 
ba
se
d o
n s
uc
h a
 se
t, 
th
e p
ar
tic
ul
ar
 ca
se
 ca
n b
e a
ss
ig
ne
d t
o a
 
pa
rti
cu
lar
 co
nfl
ict
 ty
pe
. H
ow
ev
er,
 so
m
e s
pe
cifi
c e
xa
m
-
pl
es
 of
 co
nfl
ict
 ty
pe
s a
re
 po
ss
ib
le 
in
 th
e c
as
e o
f a
 co
nfl
ict
 
inv
ol
vi
ng
 co
nfl
ict
 in
ter
es
ts 
of
 pa
rti
es
 th
at 
ar
e n
ot
 co
nn
ec
ted
 
wi
th
 a 
lo
ca
l-l
ev
el 
str
uc
tu
re
 of
 PA
 st
ak
eh
ol
de
rs.
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Re
fer
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n t
he
 li
ter
atu
re
Pr
op
os
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 or
 m
od
ifi
ed
 de
fin
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s o
f t
he
 te
rm
s
Co
nfl
ict
 is
su
es
An
 am
bi
gu
ou
s t
er
m
 re
fer
rin
g t
o:
 (a
) a
 su
b-
ca
teg
or
y o
f a
 su
bs
tan
ce
 fr
am
e, 
de
fin
ed
 
as
 ‘p
er
ce
ive
d b
on
es
 of
 co
nt
en
tio
n’
 (S
hm
ue
li 
20
08
, p
. 2
05
1)
, o
r (
b)
 ‘s
ub
sta
nc
es
 
of
 di
sp
ut
an
ts’
 “t
alk
” (
W
alk
er
 an
d D
an
iel
s 1
99
7, 
p. 
17
), 
wh
ich
 re
se
m
bl
es
 th
e 
di
sp
ut
e l
ay
er
 of
 co
nfl
ict
s i
de
nt
ifi
ed
 by
 C
IC
R 
(2
00
0)
 an
d M
ad
de
n a
nd
 M
cQ
ui
nn
 
(2
01
4)
 (t
hu
s, 
no
t e
nt
ail
in
g u
nd
er
ly
in
g, 
or
 de
ep
-ro
ot
ed
 va
lu
es
).
‘S
ite
-sp
ec
ifi
c m
an
ife
sta
tio
ns
 of
 co
nfl
ict
 pr
op
er
tie
s w
ith
in
 th
e 
su
bs
tan
tiv
e d
im
en
sio
n.’
 C
on
fli
ct 
iss
ue
s a
re
 of
ten
 pe
rc
eiv
ed
 
by
 co
nfl
ict
 st
ak
eh
ol
de
rs 
fro
m
 th
e p
er
sp
ec
tiv
e o
f m
ate
ria
l 
im
pa
cts
 an
d a
s s
uc
h t
he
y c
or
re
sp
on
d w
ith
 th
eir
 co
nfl
ict
 
in
ter
es
ts.
Co
nfl
ict
 in
ter
es
ts
Th
is 
fu
nd
am
en
tal
 te
rm
 in
 co
nfl
ict
 st
ud
ies
 en
tai
ls 
di
ffe
re
nt
 m
ea
ni
ng
s a
nd
 co
nt
ex
ts.
 
Th
e fi
rst
 re
lat
es
 to
 st
ak
eh
ol
de
rs’
 re
as
on
s f
or
 ta
ki
ng
 ce
rta
in
 co
nfl
ict
 po
sit
io
ns
 
(D
ell
i P
ris
co
li 
19
97
) c
on
ce
rn
in
g c
on
fli
ct 
iss
ue
s (
W
alk
er
 an
d D
an
iel
s 1
99
7)
, 
wh
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value-driven ‘conflict orientations’ (Fulton et al. 1996) and rationally formulated ‘con-
flict preferences’ (Al-Mutairi et al. 2008), and (3) ‘conflict stages’ (Keltner 1987) that 
indicate processual approach to conflicts and ‘conflict states’(Hipel and Walker 2011) 
that are used in game theory analysis.
Specific terms are used to address the major components of conflicts (factors or 
aspects as well as dimensions) and their case-specific attributes—conflict categories. 
Further clarification is needed on terms that, in our opinion, should be consistently 
positioned as outcomes of the abovementioned components. The term ‘conflict inter-
ests’ requires particular attention because it was directly referred to in the majority of 
definitions of conflicts (see Online Appendix  2), but rarely featured in the reviewed 
conceptual frameworks. In this context, a useful illustrative framing of this term (and 
interlinked ones, i.e., conflict interests, issues, and positions) can be drawn from the 
field of conflict management, in which interests are defined as stakeholders’ reasons 
(why?) for taking certain conflict positions (how?) (Delli Priscoli 1997) that concern 
conflict issues (what?) (Walker and Daniels 1997).
Our intention was also to highlight conflict-related terms that have a certain ‘com-
mon sense’ meaning, while being used in a much more specific manner within the 
academic papers (Table 1, Online Appendix 3). For instance, the term ‘conflict inten-
sity’ relates to behavioural manifestations of conflict (often describing ‘overt’ con-
flicts), which means the more destructive actions or the more negative impacts of these 
actions take place, the more intense a  conflict is (see White et  al. 2009). Whereas, 
the term ‘conflict potential’ should be used to describe the complexity of structural 
(i.e. non-behavioural) attributes of conflicts (White et al. 2009). Such understood ‘high 
complexity’ does not necessarily mean high vulnerability for conflict to transform into 
an overt one, because this condition is proved to be highly culture-dependent (Hell-
ström 2001). However, diversity of values and interests of affected parties, that are in 
conflict with one another and change over time, makes the problem hardly possible to 
be formulated, and ultimately to be solved, which corresponds to theoretical assump-
tions of ‘wicked problems’ (Xiang 2013). Finally, the term ‘conflict outcomes’ is spe-
cifically used to describe the consequences of conflict behaviours of the conflicted par-
ties (White et al. 2009), nonetheless ‘outcomes’ per se may have various connotations 
(e.g., we use this word in the context of outcomes of structural conflict analysis—see 
Fig. 1).
The meanings of some common terms are not established within the field of con-
servation conflicts, which requires the following clarification. For instance, ‘conflict 
structure’ is used as a general term that encompasses the entire set of conflict attributes 
presented in the form of a conceptual framework. ‘Conflict process’ is often used to 
emphasise a dynamic approach to conflicts (as opposed to static ‘conflict images’), 
whereas ‘manifestations of conflicts’ refers to incidents demonstrating conflict in 
a behavioural or outcome-related sense. Last, irrespective of distinctions drawn by 
game theorists (Hipel and Walker 2011), the terms ‘conflict stakeholders’ and ‘conflict 
actors’ are applied interchangeably, referring to anyone (an individual or group) who is 
affected by certain decisions and actions, who has the power to influence their outcome 
(Freeman 1984) and who holds a relevant view of the conflict.
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State‑of‑the‑art frameworks for studying conservation conflicts
Only 10 frameworks met our assumptions relating to the inquiry on state-of-the-art 
frameworks for studying conservation conflicts (see descriptions along with their con-
tributions and limitations in Table 2 and their graphical models in Online Appendix 4). 
Three of the reviewed papers discussed one of the frameworks, namely the triangle of 
conflict dimensions, whereas each of the other frameworks were only featured in one 
paper, respectively. Although four of the frameworks, including the triangle and the 
frameworks developed by Patterson et al. (2003), Dickman (2010), and Redpath et al. 
(2013) are more management-oriented, they are referred to in the context of structural 
conflict analysis. The remaining frameworks that were reviewed demonstrated a theory-
oriented approach (Table 2). Two frameworks, namely the conflict intervention triangle 
and the Levels of Conflicts model presented in Madden and McQuinn (2014) can be 
considered the most general frameworks that can likely be adapted to any conflict analy-
sis. The remaining frameworks are much more context-specific (Table 2). Those formu-
lated by Shmueli (2008) and Ide (2016) refer to the field of environmental conflicts, the 
frameworks developed by Dickman (2010) and Patterson et al. (2003) focus on wildlife 
management, whereas Germain and Floyd’s (1999) and Hellström’s (2001) models con-
centrate on natural resource conflicts and conflicts in forestry, respectively. Only those 
developed by Redpath et al. (2013) and White et al. (2009) directly target biodiversity 
and conservation conflicts, respectively. The majority of the frameworks refer to con-
flicts that can be understood under the perspective of the constructionist/constructiv-
ist paradigm, with some of the earliest frameworks being exceptions (Table  2). Most 
recently, Ide (2016) referred directly to constructivism in the name of the framework. 
Finally, some of the frameworks can be applied in quantitative studies (Germain and 
Floyd 1999; White et al. 2009).
The reviewed frameworks also differed in terms of whether or not they included ele-
ments referring to behavioural manifestations of conflicts. Dickman (2010), Ide (2016), 
and White et al. (2009), in particular, referred directly to stakeholders’ responses, actions, 
and behaviours, respectively, whereas other authors do not include human actions, at least 
at the stage of conflict mapping (Table 2, Online Appendix 4).
The majority of the frameworks have interdisciplinary foundations that are best reflected 
by the number of conflict determinants included (Table  2, Online Appendix 4). Specifi-
cally, Hellström (2001) distinguished the social, policy, resource and economic aspects of 
conflicts, whereas White et al. (2009) distinguished social, ecological and economic fac-
tors. Environmental and social risk factors have been delineated by Dickman (2010), but 
a closer examination reveals that the proposed factors are also of economic or institutional 
importance. Similarly, whereas Shmueli’s (2008) ‘identity and value frames’ suggest the 
inclusion of purely sociological content, they include categories, such as ‘economic orien-
tation’, ‘ecological/environmental orientation’ and ‘policy-based decision making’. Shmu-
eli (2008) also addresses psychological determinants  and geographical characteristics in 
a comprehensive manner. In other cases, although geographical settings comprise a cru-
cial assumption of many frameworks (Dickman 2010; Germain and Floyd 1999; Patterson 
et al. 2003), spatial features are not explicitly referred to within the models. For example, 
in the framework of Patterson et al. (2003), geographical features must be considered when 
operationalizing human–wildlife coexistence, however only the latter was named in their 
model.
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nfl
ict
 
m
an
ag
em
en
t a
nd
 co
nfl
ict
 be
ha
vi
ou
rs 
ar
e u
se
d o
nl
y t
o f
ac
ili
tat
e t
he
 st
ru
ctu
r-
in
g o
f c
on
fli
ct 
cu
ltu
re
s
• 
An
 an
th
ro
po
lo
gi
ca
l c
on
str
uc
tio
ni
st 
ap
pr
oa
ch
• 
Re
pe
tit
io
ns
 in
 co
nfl
ict
 ca
teg
or
ies
 re
su
lt-
in
g f
ro
m
 un
ne
ce
ss
ar
y d
ist
in
gu
ish
in
g o
f 
th
e ‘
de
sc
rip
tiv
e a
sp
ec
ts 
of
 co
nfl
ict
s’ 
an
d 
th
e u
se
 of
 a 
‘p
ro
ce
du
ra
l’ 
as
 op
po
se
d t
o 
a ‘
pr
oc
es
su
al’
 di
m
en
sio
n, 
as
 th
e l
att
er
 
wa
s i
nt
ro
du
ce
d b
y M
ad
de
n a
nd
 M
cQ
ui
nn
 
(2
01
4)
• 
To
o f
ew
 st
ru
ctu
ra
l i
ns
ig
ht
s i
nt
o t
he
 m
ul
ti-
lev
el 
an
d c
ro
ss
-le
ve
l c
ha
ra
cte
ris
tic
s o
f 
co
nfl
ict
 at
tri
bu
tes
 al
on
g t
he
 sp
ati
al 
sc
ale
A 
fra
m
ew
or
k f
or
 m
ap
pi
ng
 co
m
m
on
 
gr
ou
nd
 an
d d
iff
er
en
ce
s i
n t
he
 un
de
rly
-
in
g b
eli
ef
 sy
ste
m
s o
f r
es
id
en
ts 
wi
th
 di
s-
pa
ra
te 
va
lu
e s
ys
tem
s t
ow
ar
ds
 w
ild
lif
e 
(P
att
er
so
n e
t a
l. 
20
03
)
Th
is 
fra
m
ew
or
k w
as
 or
ig
in
all
y u
se
d t
o 
co
m
pa
re
 th
e b
eli
ef
 sy
ste
m
s o
f t
wo
 
sta
ke
ho
ld
er
s w
ith
 cl
as
hi
ng
 fu
nd
am
en
tal
 
va
lu
es
 to
wa
rd
s w
ild
lif
e. 
Th
e m
od
el 
po
sit
s t
ha
t t
he
 ba
se
s o
f i
nd
iv
id
ua
ls’
 
be
lie
f s
ys
tem
s a
nd
 ac
tu
al 
m
od
els
 of
 
th
eir
 co
ex
ist
en
ce
 w
ith
 w
ild
lif
e m
ut
ua
lly
 
sh
ap
e o
ne
 an
ot
he
r. 
Ac
co
rd
in
gl
y, 
a s
et 
of
 ‘c
om
pr
om
ise
s’ 
th
at 
ar
e a
cc
ep
tab
le 
to
 th
e c
on
ce
rn
ed
 in
di
vi
du
als
 ca
n b
e 
fo
rm
ul
ate
d, 
wh
ich
 co
ns
tit
ut
e b
as
es
 fo
r 
eff
ec
tiv
e w
ild
lif
e m
an
ag
em
en
t
• 
In
ter
de
pe
nd
en
ce
 of
 sp
ati
al 
an
d s
oc
ial
 
de
ter
m
in
an
ts 
of
 co
nfl
ict
• 
Ty
po
lo
gi
ca
l a
pp
ro
ac
h t
o s
ys
tem
ise
 
in
di
vi
du
al 
fra
m
es
 to
wa
rd
s w
ild
lif
e
• 
A 
qu
ali
tat
ive
, c
on
str
uc
tiv
ist
 ap
pr
oa
ch
• 
A 
dy
na
m
ic 
ap
pr
oa
ch
 th
at 
in
co
rp
or
ate
s 
sp
ati
al 
an
d s
oc
ial
 dy
na
m
ics
• 
Fa
ils
 to
 ad
dr
es
s c
ro
ss
-sc
ale
 pr
oc
es
se
s. 
It 
do
es
 no
t d
es
cr
ib
e t
he
 tr
an
sit
io
n b
etw
ee
n 
in
di
vi
du
al-
lev
el 
an
d a
 co
m
m
un
ity
-le
ve
l 
‘m
an
ag
em
en
t’ 
se
gm
en
ts
• 
Co
nt
ex
t-s
pe
cifi
c (
fo
cu
sin
g o
n h
um
an
–
wi
ld
lif
e ‘
co
ex
ist
en
ce
’)
• 
Do
es
 no
t a
ctu
all
y a
dd
re
ss
 co
nfl
ict
s (
a 
cr
iti
ca
l s
tag
e o
f i
nt
eg
ra
tio
n o
f d
iff
er
en
t 
sta
ke
ho
ld
er-
sp
ec
ifi
c f
ra
m
ew
or
ks
 is
 no
t 
in
clu
de
d)
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c c
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t)
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sc
rip
tio
n
Co
nt
rib
ut
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n
Li
m
ita
tio
ns
Fr
am
in
g t
yp
ol
og
y i
n t
he
 ge
og
ra
ph
ica
l 
an
aly
sis
 of
 en
vi
ro
nm
en
tal
 co
nfl
ict
s 
(S
hm
ue
li 
20
08
)
Th
e p
ro
po
sa
l p
re
se
nt
s a
 ty
po
lo
gy
 of
 
sta
ke
ho
ld
er
s’ 
fra
m
es
, y
et 
we
 fi
nd
 on
e 
po
ss
ib
le 
to
 be
 us
ed
 as
 a 
fra
m
ew
or
k 
in
 em
pi
ric
al 
stu
di
es
 on
 pr
ot
ec
ted
 
ar
ea
 co
nfl
ict
s. 
Th
re
e m
ain
 g
ro
up
s o
f 
co
m
po
ne
nt
s a
re
 di
sti
ng
ui
sh
ed
: ‘
fac
to
rs 
in
flu
en
cin
g f
ra
m
es
 an
d t
he
ir 
fo
rm
a-
tio
ns
’, 
th
e c
or
e ‘
fra
m
e c
ate
go
rie
s’ 
an
d 
‘e
ffe
cts
 of
 fr
am
es
’. F
ra
m
e c
ate
go
rie
s 
in
clu
de
: (
1)
 id
en
tit
y a
nd
 va
lu
es
 fr
am
es
 
su
b-
di
vi
de
d i
nt
o p
er
so
na
l s
ub
-fr
am
es
 
(e
.g.
, c
on
fli
ct 
or
ien
tat
io
ns
 or
 po
we
r/
un
ce
rta
in
ty
/co
m
pl
ex
ity
 as
se
ss
m
en
ts)
 
an
d o
rg
an
iza
tio
na
l s
ub
-fr
am
es
, (
2)
 
ph
ra
sin
g f
ra
m
es
 (f
or
m
ul
ate
d i
n a
 
wi
n–
lo
se
 m
od
e)
, (
3)
 su
bs
tan
ce
 fr
am
es
 
(a
sp
ira
tio
ns
, i
ss
ue
s, 
an
d o
ut
co
m
es
), 
(4
) 
pr
oc
es
s f
ra
m
es
 (c
om
pr
isi
ng
 pr
oc
e-
du
ra
l a
nd
 pa
rti
cip
an
t s
ub
-fr
am
es
) a
nd
 
(5
) c
ha
ra
cte
ris
ati
on
 fr
am
es
. ‘
Id
en
tit
y 
an
d v
alu
es
’, 
‘p
hr
as
in
g’
, a
nd
 ‘p
ro
ce
ss’
 
fra
m
es
 re
su
lt 
in
 su
bj
ec
tiv
e p
er
ce
pt
io
ns
 
of
 co
nfl
ict
s, 
wh
er
ea
s c
on
fli
ct 
se
tti
ng
s 
ar
e p
re
se
nt
ed
 as
 th
e e
ffe
cts
 of
 ‘p
ro
ce
ss’
 
an
d ‘
ch
ar
ac
ter
isa
tio
n’
 fr
am
es
• 
Ap
pl
ica
bi
lit
y t
o g
eo
gr
ap
hi
ca
l c
on
tex
ts
• 
A 
co
ns
tru
cti
on
ist
/co
ns
tru
cti
vi
st 
ap
pr
oa
ch
• 
Co
m
pr
eh
en
siv
en
es
s (
in
clu
sio
n o
f c
on
-
fli
ct 
va
lu
es
, o
rie
nt
ati
on
s, 
co
m
pl
ex
ity
/
ris
k a
ss
es
sm
en
ts,
 an
d d
im
en
sio
ns
)
• 
Po
ten
tia
l f
or
 de
ve
lo
pm
en
t i
nt
o a
 ca
us
e–
eff
ec
t (
va
lu
es
–i
nt
er
es
ts)
 m
od
el
• 
Ps
yc
ho
lo
gi
ca
l f
ac
to
rs 
ar
e w
ell
-
ad
dr
es
se
d
• 
A 
cr
os
s-l
ev
el 
ty
po
lo
gy
 ex
ten
di
ng
 al
on
g 
a s
oc
ial
 sc
ale
 (i
nc
lu
di
ng
 pe
rso
na
l a
nd
 
or
ga
ni
za
tio
na
l f
ra
m
es
)
• 
It 
is 
no
t p
re
se
nt
ed
 in
 a 
gr
ap
hi
ca
l f
or
m
 of
 
a f
ra
m
ew
or
k
• 
In
de
ter
m
in
ac
y o
f c
au
se
–e
ffe
ct 
re
lat
io
n-
sh
ip
s (
e.g
. n
o e
qu
iv
ale
nc
y b
etw
ee
n t
he
 
‘id
en
tit
y a
nd
 va
lu
es
’ a
nd
 ‘s
ub
sta
nc
e’
 
fra
m
es
)
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c c
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A 
ge
ne
ric
 fr
am
ew
or
k t
o u
nd
er
sta
nd
 bi
od
i-
ve
rsi
ty
 co
nfl
ict
s (
W
hi
te 
et 
al.
 20
09
)
Th
is 
fra
m
ew
or
k a
pp
lie
s c
on
fli
ct 
fac
to
rs 
an
d i
nd
ica
to
rs 
to
 de
sc
rib
e c
on
fli
cts
. 
Co
nfl
ict
 fa
cto
rs 
ar
e e
co
no
m
ic,
 ec
o-
lo
gi
ca
l a
nd
 so
cia
l, 
wh
ile
 ‘v
alu
es
’ a
nd
 
‘a
ttr
ib
ut
io
ns
’ a
re
 su
bd
iv
isi
on
s o
f s
oc
ial
 
fac
to
rs.
 T
he
 fa
cto
rs 
ar
e e
xa
m
in
ed
 in
 
re
lat
io
n t
o t
he
 de
cis
io
n-
m
ak
in
g p
ro
-
ce
ss
es
 of
 co
nfl
ict
 ac
to
rs 
an
d t
he
ir 
ag
re
e-
m
en
t o
n t
he
 fa
cto
rs 
is 
re
fle
cte
d i
n a
tti
-
tu
di
na
l i
nd
ica
to
rs,
 w
hi
ch
 ar
e m
ea
su
re
s 
of
 co
nfl
ict
 po
ten
tia
l. 
Ne
xt
, b
eh
av
io
ur
al 
in
di
ca
to
rs,
 na
m
ely
 ac
to
rs’
 ac
tio
ns
 an
d 
ou
tco
m
e i
nd
ica
to
rs 
(c
on
se
qu
en
ce
s o
f 
th
es
e a
cti
on
s) 
ar
e a
ss
es
se
d, 
bo
th
 be
in
g 
m
ea
su
re
s o
f c
on
fli
ct 
in
ten
sit
y. 
Th
es
e 
in
di
ca
to
rs 
ar
e t
he
n f
ed
 ba
ck
 in
to
 th
e 
co
nfl
ict
 fa
cto
rs.
 W
hi
te 
et 
al.
 (2
00
9)
 he
ld
 
th
at 
ec
on
om
ic 
an
d e
co
lo
gi
ca
l f
ac
to
rs 
ca
n b
e u
pl
oa
de
d i
nt
o t
he
 m
od
el 
bo
th
 
in
 th
e f
or
m
 of
 su
bj
ec
tiv
e o
r o
bj
ec
tifi
ed
 
m
ea
su
re
s
• 
M
eth
od
ol
og
ica
l v
er
sa
til
ity
 (c
ov
er-
in
g m
ea
su
re
d a
nd
 pe
rc
eiv
ed
 da
ta,
 
qu
ali
tat
ive
 an
d q
ua
nt
ita
tiv
e s
tu
di
es
, a
nd
 
str
ate
gi
c a
nd
 ta
cti
ca
l n
ee
ds
)
• 
Co
m
pr
eh
en
siv
en
es
s (
co
nfl
ict
 de
ter
m
i-
na
nt
s a
nd
 di
m
en
sio
ns
 ar
e a
dd
re
ss
ed
, 
th
ou
gh
 no
t a
lw
ay
s e
xp
lic
itl
y)
• 
In
ter
di
sc
ip
lin
ar
y (
wi
th
 st
ro
ng
 an
d 
de
ep
 fo
un
da
tio
ns
 in
 a 
so
cia
l s
cie
nt
ifi
c 
m
eth
od
ol
og
y)
• 
Ap
pl
ica
bl
e t
o s
pa
tia
l a
na
lys
es
 of
 fa
cto
rs
• 
Ap
pl
ica
tio
n o
f a
 ci
rc
ul
ar
 ap
pr
oa
ch
 
re
lat
in
g t
o c
on
fli
ct 
an
aly
sis
W
hi
te 
et 
al.
 (2
00
9)
 th
em
se
lve
s i
de
nt
ifi
ed
 
tw
o l
im
ita
tio
ns
:
• 
Li
nk
ag
es
 be
tw
ee
n b
eh
av
io
ur
al 
an
d o
ut
-
co
m
e i
nd
ica
to
rs 
an
d c
on
fli
ct 
fac
to
rs 
ar
e 
to
o q
ue
sti
on
ab
le
• 
In
sti
tu
tio
na
l f
ac
to
rs 
ar
e n
ot
 co
ns
id
er
ed
 as
 
a d
ist
in
ct 
ca
teg
or
y
Fu
rth
er,
 w
he
n a
pp
ly
in
g t
he
 fr
am
ew
or
k,
 
W
hi
te 
et 
al.
 (2
00
9)
 do
 no
t a
de
qu
ate
ly
 
ad
dr
es
s t
he
 ch
all
en
ge
 of
 en
su
rin
g 
co
ns
ist
en
cy
 of
 th
e i
np
ut
 da
ta 
in
 te
rm
s o
f 
th
eir
 sp
ati
al 
lev
els
 an
d r
es
ol
ut
io
n. 
Th
is 
su
gg
es
ts 
th
at 
th
e m
od
el 
ha
s s
om
e s
ca
le-
re
lat
ed
 li
m
ita
tio
ns
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Co
nc
ep
tu
al 
fra
m
ew
or
k o
f s
ele
cte
d f
ac
to
rs 
lik
ely
 to
 aff
ec
t t
he
 in
ten
sit
y o
f h
um
an
–
wi
ld
lif
e c
on
fli
ct 
(D
ick
m
an
 20
10
)
Th
is 
fra
m
ew
or
k i
s a
 co
ns
tru
cti
ve
 
re
sp
on
se
 to
 a 
sim
pl
e l
in
ea
r m
od
el 
of
 ‘d
am
ag
es
 – 
co
nfl
ict
 – 
re
sp
on
se
s 
– c
on
se
rv
ati
on
 co
ns
eq
ue
nc
es
’ t
ha
t 
fai
ls 
to
 in
co
rp
or
ate
 se
ve
ra
l a
tti
tu
di
na
l 
fac
to
rs 
(D
ick
m
an
 20
10
). 
In
 an
 ad
va
nc
ed
 
ve
rsi
on
, e
nv
iro
nm
en
tal
 ri
sk
 fa
cto
rs 
in
flu
en
ce
 ac
tu
al 
co
sts
 of
 co
nfl
ict
s a
nd
 
so
cia
l r
isk
 fa
cto
rs 
in
flu
en
ce
 pe
rc
eiv
ed
 
co
sts
. T
he
se
 tw
o c
om
po
ne
nt
s i
nfl
ue
nc
e 
co
nfl
ict
 in
ten
sit
y (
lab
ell
ed
 in
 th
e m
od
el 
as
 “r
es
po
ns
e”
), 
ul
tim
ate
ly
 ha
vi
ng
 di
re
ct 
an
d i
nd
ire
ct 
co
ns
er
va
tio
n-
re
lat
ed
 co
ns
e-
qu
en
ce
s o
n p
ro
tec
ted
 sp
ec
ies
• 
A 
ris
k-
ba
se
d a
pp
ro
ac
h
• 
In
clu
sio
n o
f c
on
str
uc
tio
ni
st 
as
pe
cts
 
(p
er
ce
ive
d c
os
ts)
• 
Cr
iti
qu
es
 a 
sim
pl
ifi
ed
 ‘a
tti
tu
de
s –
 
be
ha
vi
ou
r –
 co
ns
eq
ue
nc
es
’ l
in
e o
f r
ea
-
so
ni
ng
 an
d p
ro
po
se
s a
 m
or
e a
dv
an
ce
d 
ap
pr
oa
ch
• 
Hi
gh
lig
ht
s i
nt
er
co
nn
ec
tio
ns
 w
ith
in
 
so
cio
-e
co
lo
gi
ca
l s
ys
tem
s
• 
Co
m
pr
eh
en
siv
en
es
s (
en
co
m
pa
ss
es
 
va
rio
us
 g
ro
up
s o
f d
ete
rm
in
an
ts 
re
lat
in
g 
to
 bo
th
 en
vi
ro
nm
en
tal
 an
d s
oc
ial
 ri
sk
 
fac
to
rs)
• 
Th
ou
gh
 th
e i
ss
ue
 of
 in
di
vi
du
al 
an
d 
co
m
m
un
ity
 le
ve
ls 
of
 ri
sk
 pe
rc
ep
tio
n i
s 
re
co
gn
ize
d b
y D
ick
m
an
 (2
01
0)
, i
t i
s n
ot
 
pr
es
en
ted
 w
ith
in
 a 
fra
m
ew
or
k
• 
Its
 se
tti
ng
 is
 co
nfi
ne
d t
o h
um
an
 re
sp
on
se
s 
to
 w
ild
lif
e b
eh
av
io
ur
. T
he
re
fo
re
, i
t i
s n
ot
 
a c
on
se
rv
ati
on
 co
nfl
ict
 fr
am
ew
or
k i
n 
th
e f
ul
l s
en
se
• 
Co
nfl
ict
 m
an
ag
em
en
t o
rie
nt
ati
on
 w
ith
 
lo
we
r p
ot
en
tia
l f
or
 co
nfl
ict
 ty
pe
s a
na
lys
is
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m
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 gu
id
e e
ffe
cti
ve
 m
an
ag
e-
m
en
t o
f c
on
se
rv
ati
on
 co
nfl
ict
s (
Re
dp
ath
 
et 
al.
 20
13
)
Th
e m
od
el 
pr
op
os
es
 a 
se
qu
en
ce
 of
 
ac
tio
ns
 w
ith
in
 pr
oc
es
se
s o
f ‘
m
ap
pi
ng
’ 
an
d ‘
m
an
ag
in
g’
 co
nfl
ict
s. 
Th
e fi
rst
 
pr
oc
es
s, 
wh
ich
 fa
lls
 w
ith
in
 th
e s
co
pe
 
of
 th
is 
re
vi
ew
, i
nc
lu
de
s: 
sta
ke
ho
ld
er
 
an
aly
sis
; m
ap
pi
ng
 st
ak
eh
ol
de
rs’
 
va
lu
es
, a
tti
tu
de
s, 
go
als
 an
d p
os
iti
on
s; 
id
en
tif
yi
ng
 ga
ps
 an
d u
nc
er
tai
nt
ies
 
ba
se
d o
n s
cie
nt
ifi
c i
nq
ui
ry
; i
de
nt
ify
-
in
g e
co
no
m
ic,
 ec
ol
og
ica
l a
nd
 so
cia
l 
im
pa
cts
; a
nd
 un
de
rst
an
di
ng
 th
e w
id
er
 
so
cio
-p
ol
iti
ca
l c
on
tex
t. 
Th
e m
od
el 
off
er
s c
lea
r i
nd
ica
tio
ns
 of
 in
pu
ts 
fro
m
 
ec
ol
og
ica
l s
cie
nc
es
, s
oc
ial
 sc
ien
ce
s, 
an
d 
sta
ke
ho
ld
er
 pr
oc
es
se
s. 
Th
es
e ‘
m
ap
pi
ng
 
co
nfl
ict
’ p
ro
ce
ss
es
 ca
n a
dv
an
ce
 to
 a 
‘m
an
ag
in
g c
on
fli
cts
’ s
tag
e, 
bu
t c
an
 al
so
 
en
d i
n s
pe
cifi
c o
ut
co
m
es
 (f
ra
m
ed
 in
 a 
‘w
in
–l
os
e’
 m
an
ne
r),
 or
 fe
ed
 ba
ck
 in
to
 
th
e c
on
fli
ct
• 
Co
m
pr
eh
en
siv
en
es
s (
in
clu
de
s a
 va
rie
ty
 
of
 co
nfl
ict
 at
tri
bu
tes
)
• 
Ap
pl
ies
 a 
cir
cu
lar
 ap
pr
oa
ch
 to
 co
nfl
ict
 
an
aly
sis
• 
Pr
om
ot
es
 an
 in
ter
di
sc
ip
lin
ar
y a
pp
ro
ac
h 
to
 co
nfl
ict
 an
aly
sis
• 
Co
nn
ec
ts 
co
nfl
ict
 va
lu
es
 w
ith
 st
ak
e-
ho
ld
er
s’ 
go
als
 an
d p
os
iti
on
s
• 
Ap
pl
ies
 a 
m
an
ag
em
en
t-o
rie
nt
ed
 ap
pr
oa
ch
 
as
so
cia
ted
 w
ith
 th
e f
ol
lo
wi
ng
 is
su
es
:
– L
im
ite
d p
ot
en
tia
l o
f t
hi
s m
od
el 
to
 se
rv
e 
as
 th
e f
ra
m
ew
or
k f
or
 a 
co
nfl
ict
 ty
po
lo
gy
– T
he
 pr
op
os
ed
 in
du
cti
ve
 ap
pr
oa
ch
 to
 
co
nfl
ict
 an
aly
sis
 (w
ith
 id
en
tifi
ca
tio
n o
f 
th
e b
ro
ad
er
 co
nt
ex
t a
s t
he
 la
st 
sta
ge
 in
 
co
nfl
ict
 m
ap
pi
ng
) i
s n
ot
 al
ig
ne
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The frameworks usually address processual dimensions of conflicts and the necessity 
for stakeholders to interact (Delli Priscoli 1997; Madden and McQuinn 2014; Walker and 
Daniels 1997). Some authors propose an approach in which consequences are fed back into 
a conflict’s initial determinants (Ide 2016; Redpath et al. 2013; White et al. 2009) (Table 2, 
Online Appendix 4).
Proposed integrated conceptual framework for studying protected area conflicts
Figure  1 shows our proposed integrative framework, comprising four main groups of 
attributes of PA conflicts (described in detail in Table  1): conflict determinants, conflict 
dimensions, levels of conflicts, and a group of outcomes of the framework (which are not 
to be confused with ‘conflict outcomes’, as explained in previous sections and in Table 1). 
These outcomes, which are all assumed to relate to any conflict situations associated with 
the existence of a PA, are: conflict issues, conflict interests, and types of conflicts. Con-
flict determinants (see Table 1), are divided into the following five groups: socio-cultural, 
institutional, economic, environmental, and psychological. While interactions occur among 
all of these determinants, those occurring with two groups, namely socio-cultural and psy-
chological determinants are deemed necessary for an investigated phenomenon to qualify 
as a conflict (assuming that any conflict is of a social nature). We assumed that each of 
these determinants can be further described with respect to the following three dimensions: 
substances, processes, and relationships. More specific conflict properties are located at the 
intersections of conflict determinants and conflict dimensions. New conflict properties that 
are not specified within a framework, may also emerge as a result of interactions among 
the determinants. For instance, the conflict property of property rights relating to natural 
resources within the SES of a PA is shaped by interactions between environmental, eco-
nomic, and institutional determinants.
The conflict dimensions of substance and relationships do not require further explana-
tion, while the processual dimension is designed to account only for conflict properties 
that are temporal in nature. For some of the determinants, we differentiated long-term, 
medium-term, and short-term sub-dimensions. We refer to long-term sub-dimension when 
addressing evolutionary changes of the entire group of determinants; the medium-term 
sub-dimension can be exemplified by a time frame of the political terms of office, while the 
short-term sub-dimension—by a time frame of a decision-making process for adopting a 
PA management plan.
Importantly, some but not all of the distinguished properties are expected to have a 
spatial reference. The association with a geographical space is strongest for environmen-
tal determinants, which encompasses their substance-related, process-related (the spatial 
dynamics of an environment), and relational (interactions among geocomponents) dimen-
sions. However, spatial references can be also captured for other groups of determinants, 
including institutional (e.g., the spatial scope of PA regulations), socio-cultural (clustering 
of social norms), or economic (poorer or wealthier municipalities within the SES of a PA).
In line with our geographical approach to conflict analysis, we designed the framework 
to work at three levels of a spatial scale and at the level of an individual frame (Fig. 1). The 
regional level describes a general image of conflicts relating to an entire system of PAs in a 
region. The local level relates to a structure of conflict attributes within a SES of a particu-
lar PA and a sub-local level relates to areas of concentration of clashing conflict attributes 
(in a form of conflictual ‘hotspots’) within this SES. The level of individual frames allows 
for the inclusion of the conflict orientations of stakeholders engaged in the conflict that are 
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assumed to be the effects of interactions of socio-cultural and psychological values and 
any other groups of determinants. For example, a stakeholder’s policy-based conflict ori-
entation is modelled as a reinforced interaction of socio-cultural values and psychological 
emotional dispositions with the group of institutional determinants. The overall individual 
frame is assumed to include a stakeholder’s risk and situation assessment. Each of these 
frames can be integrated, or else they may clash at sub-local or local analytical levels, ena-
bling the linking of the individual frame to levels of the spatial scale.
At each analytical level, different outcomes of the conflict components are generated 
(Fig. 1). Stakeholder-specific conflict interests are formulated at the level of the individual 
frame. Conflict issues that further shape the conflict interests of the concerned stakehold-
ers (the interests may be connected to the issues or to the conflict’s deeper structure, as 
perceived by a stakeholder) are formulated at local and sub-local levels. In some cases, 
conflict interests extend beyond the borders of a particular SES and refer to (supra)regional 
analytical levels. At the regional level, a PA conflict typology can be constructed based 
on a generalized collection of various local-level images of conflicts [some specific types 
of conflicts may entail (supra)regional interests]. The labelling of a PA case study with a 
certain type of conflict is expected to provide insights into the complexity of conflict deter-
minants and dimensions that shed light on the conflict potential. Further, the potential is 
modelled as being influenced by a case-study-specific level of understanding of the other 
frames and interests.
Discussion
Contribution of the proposed framework to state‑of‑the‑art knowledge
The proposed framework for analysing PA conflicts integrates stakeholder-level mod-
els for framing a conflict with more general approaches for structuring conflict attrib-
utes. Drawing  this connection was necessary because some of the reviewed frameworks 
(Dickman 2010; Patterson et al. 2003) referred to individual and community levels only in 
their descriptions and not in a structural form. Other authors (Ide 2016; White et al. 2009) 
did present transitions between the analytical levels, but their structural elaborations dif-
fered.6 In our framework, linkages between stakeholder and spatial levels were achieved 
through the inclusion of four conflict levels resulting from a comprehensive review of 
papers applying different lenses for analysing conflicts to ensure the comparability of struc-
tural attributes.
The proposed design of more general analytical levels of conflict was primarily inspired 
by Hellström (2001), although a number of adjustments to her original proposal were 
required. First, compared with Hellström’s (2001) framework for analysing forest conflicts, 
our framework is intended to address the SES of any PA, resulting in the latter framework 
6 White et al. (2009) introduced conflict factors from a general perspective, assigning the resultant attitudi-
nal, behavioural, and outcome indicators to particular conflict actors. At the same time, the authors empha-
sised that the ‘attitudes-behaviour-outcomes’ component of a model represented ‘complex relationships 
that, so far, are largely undefined’ (p. 246). By contrast, Ide (2016) initiated the framework with group-level 
processes (discourses, situation assessments, identities, interests, and actions) and concluded with inter-
group-level conflicts.
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being potentially more capacious to accommodate possible emerging conflict properties. 
This is also reflected in the terminology used, which differs across the proposals (e.g., 
‘group of  environmental determinants’ instead of Hellström’s 2001 ‘resource aspects 
of conflicts’). Second, we did not follow Hellström’s (2001) approach of distinguishing 
‘descriptive aspects of conflicts’ as this led to apparent repetitions of her conflict catego-
ries. ‘Approaches to conflict management’ fits well within an institutional group of deter-
minants, whereas ‘types of conflicts’, in our opinion, should be derived from other conflict 
attributes, which was actually not the case in Hellström’s (2001) proposed framework.7 
Third, following Madden and McQuinn (2014), we reframed the ‘procedural’ dimension 
into a ‘processual’ one. The original conception of this dimension should have referred to 
‘official or established ways of doing something’ (Madden and McQuinn 2014, p. 102), 
which was hardly distinguishable from many of the conflict substances. In our opinion, 
the problem does not exist when the dimension concerns conflict properties that refer to 
changes over time. Consequently, we did not refer to conflict intensity (ref. Keltner 1987) 
when describing conflict types. Instead we addressed stages in a conflict development 
process. A final and key modification was our inclusion of another major component of 
conflicts (levels of conflicts), which introduced a more geographical perspective. We dis-
tinguished three outcomes of the framework (conflict types, conflict issues, and conflict 
interests). Hellström (2001) mentioned the three conflict attributes but did not propose a 
method of conjoining them with conflict determinants.
At the level of stakeholders’ individual frames, we referred extensively to Shmueli’s 
(2008) framing typology, although it was not originally  intended to be used for fram-
ing conservation conflicts per se. One of the reasons why we selected this approach was 
because Shmueli (2008) had already applied the typology in the context of a ‘geographical 
analysis of environmental conflicts’, which facilitated its integration with the spatial levels 
of our framework. Thus, her ‘process frames’ correspond to the ‘procedural’ dimension of 
conflict (Madden and McQuinn 2014) and her ‘characterisation frames’ are simply socially 
constructed attributions (White et  al. 2009) that can be viewed as the ‘socio-cultural/
relationships’ conflict properties in our framework. However, some of Shmueli’s (2008) 
frames required restructuring. For instance, we needed to disentangle the list of personal 
(self) ‘identity and values frames’ that included notions referring to an entire individual 
frame within our framework (e.g., a complexity or risk assessment; ref. Dickman 2010; Ide 
2016), while also including more specific conflict orientations that we interpreted as inter-
actions of the socio-cultural values of a stakeholder and one’s emotional disposition with 
a certain group of determinants. Specifically, we adopted four different orientations from 
Shmueli (2008) (Fig.  1) but did not distinguish a scientific orientation. This is because 
science can contribute to any of the other conflict orientations specified in the framework, 
reinforcing the knowledge of a stakeholder who is scientifically oriented. Additionally, we 
focused on organizing components of Shmueli’s (2008) typology into cause-and-effect 
relationships. For example, we emphasised that Shmueli’s (2008) ‘substance frames’ were 
derived from other frames, especially ‘identity and values frames’, which was less evident 
in the original framework developed by Shmueli (2008). Also, some reservations apply to 
‘factors influencing frames and their formation’ (see Online Appendix 4). Whereas some of 
these factors are good examples of conflict determinants, others (e.g., ‘understanding other 
7 Hellström (2001) depicted two-side relationships among societal and descriptive aspects of conflicts in 
her framework. However, these relationships were hardly addressed in her subsequent structural conflict 
analysis.
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stakeholders’ interests and positions’) would not apply before the emergence of conflict 
interests.8 Shmueli’s (2008) ‘factors influencing frames and their formation’, especially, 
‘needs’, ‘desires’, and ‘fears’ strongly influenced our decision to include the psychological 
group of determinants within our PA conflict framework. Psychological determinants were 
often mentioned by authors who had analysed behavioural processes connected with the 
emergence of conflict (e.g., Dickman 2010; Wieczorek Hudenko 2012), but they were not 
included into any of the reviewed frameworks.
Towards a consistent typology of protected area conflicts
In our proposed PA conflicts framework, conflict types are presented as regional-level gen-
eralisations of different structures of interacting conflict determinants and conflict dimen-
sions that characterise local and sub-local level case studies within a region. This approach 
responds to popular conservation conflict typologies that distinguish various attributes of 
conflict rather than pursuing the goal of systemisation. The most frequently cited list of 
conflict types in recent literature (Redpath et al. 2015c; Sideway 2005; Young et al. 2010) 
differentiated between conflicts over: values, interests, processes, relationships (inter-per-
sonal conflicts), data (including miscommunication and lack of access to data), and facts 
(structural conflicts). The same list of conflict types was also used by other authors under 
different labels (see ‘causes of disputes’ in Delli Priscoli 1997). Authors using the typology 
are aware of the overlapping character of the categories (Young et al. 2010). Specifically, 
we considered conflicts over facts, processes, and relationships to refer simply to differ-
ent conflict dimensions (Madden and McQuinn 2014), while conflicts over facts should 
never be equalled to more deep-rooted structural conflicts that encompasses clash of vari-
ous conflict determinants. Conflict values precede conflict interests, and as such, should not 
be juxtaposed (see our interpretation of Shmueli’s 2008 frame categories in “Contribution 
of the proposed framework to state-of-the-art knowledge” section). Further, conflicts over 
data, which refer to socio-culturally driven systems of knowledge and processes in which 
institutional determinants are especially prominent, are the most specific of those included 
in the list. Whereas we acknowledge that a specific type of PA conflict is associated with 
conflict interest, it is not the existence of interests per se that makes these conflicts specific, 
but rather the cross-level character of these interests (Redpath et al. 2013, p. 103). Consist-
ent capturing of such types of conflict is possible only when various levels on a spatial 
scale are adopted in analytical frameworks such as ours.
Another approach for formulating a conflict typology, proposed by Redpath et  al. 
(2015b), is based on different objectives identified in articles on conflicts in human–wild-
life interactions. The authors differentiate the following objectives: conservation, liveli-
hoods, animal welfare, human safety and health, recreation, development and infrastruc-
ture, and human well-being. Although some of these objectives overlap, with the last one 
being sufficiently general to encompass the majority of the others, we still prefer this typol-
ogy over the one reviewed in the previous paragraph. The typology is based on a compre-
hensive literature review and adopts a coherent criterion for systematisation. However, this 
proposal is confined to a human–wildlife setting only.
We also explored the potential for developing a conflict typology that would enable con-
flicts that are more or less influenced by a geographical context to be identified. Within our 
8 Ide (2016) suggests that conflict interests arise as a consequence of many preceding conflict attributes.
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framework, such conflict types would result from a structure of conflict categories, in terms 
of their reference (or not) to a geographical space. It may be possible to present the conflict 
properties in question in a form that encompasses their spatial clashes (White et al. 2009) 
as a proxy of a conflict rationalisation process (see Coser 1956). This is a step forward 
compared to assessing conflict rationality exclusively based on analysis of dispute layers of 
conflicts. Using the previous approach may at first create an impression of irrationality of a 
conflict in question, which however tends to change once deep-rooted layers of this conflict 
are uncovered (Madden and McQuinn 2014).
Consideration of underlying foundations in structural conflict analysis
In light of our critical examination of state-of-the-art conceptual models of conservation-
related conflicts and the process of developing our own proposal, we suggest several 
assumptions that should guide a process of structural conflict analysis in PAs. Differences 
in the design of a conflict analyses may result in the consideration of varying assumptions 
and it is important to clarify the theoretical choices made by the authors. From a broad 
perspective, all five of the proposed assumptions reflect an interdisciplinary approach to 
conflict analysis with extended geographical conceptual inputs, which we explicated in 
“Assumption of the spatial character of PA conflicts” section.
The assumption of coverage of only the identification of a conflict
Although a few of the reviewed papers addressed the management (resolution) phases 
of the conflict analysis process (Dickman 2010; Germain and Floyd 1999; Madden and 
McQuinn 2014; Patterson et al. 2003; Redpath et al. 2013; Walker and Daniels 1997), we 
decided to restrict our framework to the identification phase. Redpath et al. (2013) distin-
guished between the ‘mapping conflict’ and ‘managing conflict’ phases, which also applies 
to key elements of conflicts proposed by Walker and Daniels (1997). We believe that ques-
tions of what (determinants, dimensions, and issues), who (stakeholders and their inter-
ests), when and where (processes and setting) asked by Walker and Daniels (1997) should 
be explicitly addressed by structural conflict analysts. However, their roles relating to ques-
tions of how the conflicts are addressed, by whom, and what the outcomes of these actions 
are should be addressed through an investigation of how these processes in turn affect con-
flict determinants.
The decision to cover only the identification phase of a conflict analysis process was 
made based on empirical findings that conflict management methods and their effective-
ness are highly context-dependent (Dickman 2010; Hellström 2001; Madden and McQuinn 
2014; Manfredo and Dayer 2004). Consequently, encapsulating them within any structural 
framework is problematic (although roadmaps for managing the process are possible to be 
designed; Redpath et al. 2013). This decision further reflects current trends in the social 
sciences and interdisciplinary research. Accordingly, science is no longer expected to pro-
vide answers and expert-driven solutions (i.e., decision ends) for social dilemmas; rather 
it equips stakeholders with scientific inputs into decision-making processes (i.e., decision 
means) (Bennett et al. 2017; Ozawa 1996; Patterson et al. 2003; Young et al. 2010).
Importantly, our emphasis on conflict identification does not necessitate a static 
approach to conflict analysis. In our framework, we reflected the dynamic character of con-
flicts through highlighting the ‘process’ dimension in our framework. Moreover, the inter-
relation of all of the conflict attributes makes the whole structure highly dynamic. Thus, a 
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change in one conflict factor such as a stakeholder’s economic condition, may induce nega-
tive attributions and lead to a conflict’s development (White et al. 2009; see also Keltner 
1987). Finally, we find a processual approach strikingly missing in current definitions of 
conservation conflicts (see Online Appendix 2), which supposedly result from a prolonged 
omission of conflict temporal dimension in the state-of-the-art frameworks. Thus, we pos-
tulate to define a PA conflict as “a social and spatial process that occurs when the interests 
of two or more parties towards some aspect of a PA existence compete, and when at least 
one of the parties is perceived to assert its interest at the expense of others” (based on Red-
path et al. 2015a, b, c).
Assumption that social (and psychological) components are prerequisites for conflicts
Numerous studies within the conservation conflict literature suggest that the social attrib-
utes of conflicts are inseparable from the notion of values (Fulton et al. 1996; Hellström 
2001; Madden and McQuinn 2014; Patterson et  al. 2003; Shmueli 2008; White et  al. 
2009). We propose that institutional, economic, and environmental determinants of con-
flicts are affected by a stakeholder’s valuation process at the level of an individual frame as 
a result of their inevitable interactions with social and psychological determinants. Conse-
quently, all of the groups of determinants are in fact groups of values that may, however, 
entail different valuation systems (see e.g., Santos-Martin et al. 2018). For instance, from 
an idealistic perspective, legal acts (an institutional group of determinants) are codified 
manifestations of social values relating to the subjects of such acts. Nevertheless, failures 
occurring in processes relating to the formulation or implementation of policies can result 
in clashes between a final binding regulation and an initial set of values (Hellström 2001). 
Further, policies can never fully address the complexities of societal values. Consequently, 
whereas formal legitimation of PAs, as public institutions, is strongly established, their de 
facto legitimation can be simultaneously weak, inducing social conflicts.
Similarly, whereas the notion of values can be associated with economic or environ-
mental determinants, perspectives regarding such values may vary. For example, environ-
mental economists tend to express the economic values of natural resources in monetary 
terms (Gómez-Baggethun et al. 2010). By contrast, some environmentalists argue that spe-
cies and habitats have intrinsic values that are not dependent on humans (see Dietz et al. 
2005). Such differences ultimately stem from the values as framed in the cognitive hierar-
chy theory (psychological group of determinants) which defines values as “stable mental 
constructs that transcend specific situations and represent people’s basic needs, which may 
vary among groups” (Estévez et al. 2014, p. 22).
Last, our framework distinguishes between psychological and social determinants. 
Authors from various disciplines claim that conflicts in general (Coser 1956) and human 
decision-making processes in particular (Hipel and Walker 2011; Kahneman 2003; Levy 
et al. 2009; Sloman 1996) entail two fundamental elements: the rational and the emotional. 
Both elements can be described at the level of an individual’s psychological processes, 
which we found missing in the state-of-the-art conservation conflict frameworks.
Assumption of a focus on non‑behavioural expressions of PA conflicts
As this review shows, ‘behaviours’, ‘responses to conflicts’, or ‘behaviours’ are elements 
of a number of the frameworks proposed within the field of conservation, biodiversity, or 
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HWCs (Dickman 2010; Fulton et  al. 1996; Ide 2016; White et  al. 2009). However, the 
cited authors generally acknowledge that relationships between these attributes and under-
lying conflict determinants are not obvious (e.g., White et al. 2009, p. 246). In our opin-
ion, these authors might have overlooked the fact that components of structural conflict 
and those of human behaviours address different levels of analyses. This problem does not 
apply to Ajzen’s (1991) theory of planned behaviour, which is often referenced by theorists 
of conservation conflict. Ajzen (1991) did distinguish attitudes and norms (together with 
perceived behavioural control) among the prerequisites of behaviour. However the theory 
refers only to personal attitudes towards the behaviour, which is much more specific than 
the majority of general community-level attitudes arising during conflictual situations. 
Similarly, Ajzen’s (1991) norms are closer to personal ‘evaluation based on [one’s] beliefs 
about the expectations of others’ (see interpretation of the term by Manfredo and Dayer 
2004, p. 318) than to a socially-determined conflict property. Considering the abovemen-
tioned point, while acknowledging the complexity of human decision-making processes 
(Wieczorek Hudenko 2012) and the highly context-dependent nature of the behavioural 
manifestation of conflicts (Hellström 2001), we decided not to include the behavioural 
stages within our framework. This issue has been well-described by Dickman (2010) who 
pointed out that managers’ focus on instances of intense conflict is bound to result in the 
escalation of such processes elsewhere where conflict structures are similar but latent. At 
the same time, we acknowledge the existence of negative feedback loops between conflict 
behaviours and conflict determinants (Ide 2016; White et al. 2009).
A constructionist/constructivist perspective relating to protected area conflicts
A study of PA conflicts entails an analysis of frames or images (see Table 1) of actually 
existing conflicts as constructed by the concerned stakeholders (Hannigan 1995; Hellström 
2001; Ide 2016; Litmanen 1996). Our assumption is necessarily derived from all three of 
the above described assumptions. For example, a discussion on any form of perceptions 
would not be possible without highlighting the role of social or psychological conflict 
determinants. This approach contrasts with those derived from positivistic social sciences, 
which require the existence of several objective and general rules governing people’s 
actions (Rosenberg 2008).
Ide (2016) clearly illustrated the multi-layered character of conflict frames or images.9 
He depicted the ‘material quality of the world’ as an objective element of the framework 
that is external to constructed, group-based conflict frames/images. Dickman (2010) also 
distinguished real and perceived components of conflicts (specifically, conflict-related 
costs). According to our constructionist/constructivist perspective, complete recognition of 
the ‘objective’ properties is never achieved. However, we do not deny the role of positivist 
approaches in interdisciplinary conflict analysis (White et al. 2009). These approaches can 
be especially useful for the purposes of monetary accounting of natural resources in PAs 
(a group of economic determinants), assessments of the ecological significance of these 
resources (a group of environmental determinants), and content analysis of legal acts on 
nature protection (a group of institutional determinants). However, it is important that the 
9 Ide (2016) uses the term discourses. As only the first elements of an inter-group process of conflict 
engagement, we consider Ide’s (2016) conception of ‘discourses’ as being narrower than ‘images’ and 
‘frames’ and we consistently use the two latter.
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results of such inquiries remain open for further modifications based on the influence of the 
social and psychological attributes of conflicts.
A constructionist/constructivist approach to PA conflict analysis has consequences for 
how PAs are interpreted in a geographical sense. Specifically, spatial analysis necessitates a 
SES approach (Palomo et al. 2013, 2014) to enable analyses not only within a PA’s admin-
istrative borders but also in a zone of mutual interdependence of the protected environment 
and local societies. Importantly, the external boundaries of such SES will remain blurred 
and will never be precisely delineated.
Last, when adopting the constructionist/constructivist assumption, a researcher should 
be aware of several constraints that would inevitably be faced during the research process. 
These include the superficial character of respondents’ conflict-related statements (Mad-
den and McQuinn 2014; Shmueli 2008; Sites 1990), especially if contact between the 
researcher and respondent occurs just once; biases in respondents’ statements that stem 
from reflexiveness of the research process (Rosenberg 2008); and a researcher’s biases dur-
ing the stage of data interpretation, which will never be free from the researchers’ own 
social constructions of the phenomena under investigation (Hellström 2001).
Assumption of the spatial character of PA conflicts
The spatial assumption highlights the role of geography in PA conflict analysis. It is 
reflected in the selected analytical setting (PAs as spatial entities), in the cross-level char-
acter of the framework along the spatial scale and in the role of the spatial aspect of con-
flict attributes in conflict analysis. The ‘spatial’ assumption does not contradict the ‘social’ 
assumption; rather the two are closely interrelated. As Patterson et al. (2003) have shown 
in their model, the stakeholders’ belief systems often entail some spatial consequences: 
for example, supporters of animal rights would prefer ‘spatial’ coexistence with wildlife, 
whereas hunters may prefer a higher degree of separation between ‘wild’ and ‘settled’ 
areas. Further, the ways in which stakeholders construct a conflict situation may shape the 
perceived boundaries of their localities (Litmanen 1996). Conversely, spatial processes 
entail certain changes in values, which may reflect changes in perspectives towards modi-
fied land, or inputs of new values ascribed to a certain place by those moving into this area 
(Brown and Weber 2012; Patterson et al. 2003).
Through the adoption of a multi-level approach to PA conflict analysis, the framework 
retains analytical separateness when addressing any of the spatial levels. Moreover, it ena-
bles conflict types resulting from clashing interests of a cross-level character to be captured 
(Redpath et al. 2013). Such a structure of interests is possible because many properties of 
conflict do not apply at local levels, especially in cases of deeply-rooted conflicts (Madden 
and McQuinn 2014). For instance, legislation relating to the majority of national parks is 
a national-level determinant, even though it ultimately concerns a particular, local-level 
spatial entity (see Linnell and Boitani 2012). Most theoretical approaches used to address 
such conditions [e.g., the distance-decay factor (Shmueli 2008), the not-in-my-backyard 
(NIMBY) syndrome (Armour 1984,) or locally unwanted land usage (LULU) (Freudenburg 
and Pastor 1992); see Litmanen 1996 for a brief review] describe the problem as one of 
polarization between two parties, which entails excessive simplification. Consequently, it 
was necessary to propose a solution that enables incorporation of the simplified approaches 
(e.g., NIMBY or LULU) into a broader PA conflict framework.
A final point relating to the spatial character of PA conflicts concerns the problem of 
resource scarcity, which has been addressed by scientists across many disciplines (Coser 
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1956; Hardin 1968; Hipel and Walker 2011; Kelso 1963). In our framework, this problem 
is differently interpreted at various analytical levels. At a regional level, scarcity of valued 
nature results in a certain spatial distribution of PAs, which, in turn, results in the cluster-
ing of potential PA conflicts across the region. At a local level, the entire PA is interpreted 
as a scarce resource that needs to fulfil a variety of potential functions (Dudley and Stolton 
2008). Last, at a sub-local level, place-specific resources located within these PAs (e.g., 
climbing zones in mountainous national parks) may be too scarce (or too legally restricted) 
to satisfy the interests of all the stakeholders. Of the reviewed frameworks, those formu-
lated by Floyd (1993) and Germain and Floyd (1999) directly addressed this issue.
Potential applications of the proposed framework
The framework enables the performance of empirical research in settings where PAs are the 
central arenas of conservation conflicts. Such settings exist, for example, in Europe, where 
the implementation of the European Ecological Network—Natura 2000 PA system has met 
with opposition in practically all of the EU Member States (Blicharska et al. 2016). The 
conflicts emerged within Natura 2000 sites (Grodzinska-Jurczak and Cent 2011; Hiedan-
pää 2002; Ledoux et al. 2000; Young et al. 2007) despite the aim of aligning the Natura 
2000 approach with the concept of sustainable development (European Commission 1992), 
thus the one which in principle does not follow ‘isolative’ paradigms in nature conserva-
tion (Colchester 1994). Moreover, as noted by Linnell et al. (2015) and Trouwborst et al. 
(2017), European conservation is characterised by an enduring tradition of interconnection 
between nature and culture (Boitani and Sutherland 2015), the human–wildlife coexist-
ence paradigm (Chapron et al. 2014) and conservation policy aimed at achieving a balance 
among different value systems, including cultural and socio-economic ones. This approach 
has generated spatial challenges for the implementation of more dichotomist ideas, such as 
‘rewilding’ nature that are also expanding in Europe (Linnell et al. 2015).
However, our framework is expected to be applicable not only to settings at a continen-
tal scale, such as Natura 2000 but also to national parks, regional or local nature reserves 
and other forms of spatially designated nature protection. By addressing gaps at a concep-
tual level, the proposed framework contributes to more comprehensive empirical inquiries 
by extending the scope of interests beyond the most ‘strict’ or larger types of PAs (Jones 
et al. 2017).
Our framework can also contribute to resolving spatial problems in human–wildlife 
interactions, considering, for example, socio-ecological boundaries between PAs and 
intensively managed areas, which are easily crossed by wild animals (Bautista et al. 2017). 
Other issues relate to challenges connected with permanent and inflexible PA borders, hin-
dering attempts to address current and dynamic environmental problems, such as climate 
change and resulting changes in the geographical locations of habitats and species. This 
problem becomes intensified during processes of PA designation or expansion (Hausner 
et al. 2015; Niedziałkowski et al. 2012), when the blurred boundaries of socio-ecological 
phenomena are replaced with sharp borders, especially when compliance with an existing 
land property structure is required (Kamal et al. 2015a, b). All of these issues tend to result 
in conflicts that can be described and analysed through the application of our framework.
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